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Abstract—This paper introduces a new corpus of multilin-
gual medieval handwritten charter images, annotated with full
transcription and named entities. The corpus is used to com-
pare two approaches for named entity recognition in historical
document images in several languages: on the one hand, a
sequential approach, more commonly used, that sequentially
applies handwritten text recognition (HTR) and named entity
recognition (NER), on the other hand, a combined approach
that simultaneously transcribes the image text line and extracts
the entities. Experiments conducted on the charter corpus in
Latin, early new high German and old Czech for name, date
and location recognition demonstrate a superior performance of
the combined approach.

Index Terms—Named entity recognition, Handwritten Text
Recognition, historical document processing, multilingualism.

I. INTRODUCTION

For centuries, historians have read historical texts and
sources in the search of information, focusing on dates, and on
place, person, and organization names. Their scholarly editions
generally provide indexes of names. The correct identification
of names is a dynamic process of textual and source criticism
(basis and goal at the same time) and nurture all Humanities
fields (historical sociology, demographics, art history, linguis-
tics, etc.). Collections of gazetteers and authority data have
been published as early as the 18th c. to help this work (e.g. the
35-volumes strong collection of Dictionnaire topographique
de la France launched in 18591). In historical, especially
medieval, documents, the identification and disambiguation
of named entities are complex, for person names as well as
for locations. In Europe, people used to have only a given
name. Family names or surnames started to become common
in the 13th c., but in some regions or social classes much
later (17th c. for Welsh people), many people shared the same
name, the spelling was diverse in Vernacular and Latin, but
also within one language (e.g. Guillelmus, Willelmus, William,
Wilhelm, Guillaume, etc.). Locations may have disappeared
or changed completely, and are very ambiguous and have also
very different spellings, which make their identification very
difficult, and even more to automate.

1https://dicotopo.cths.fr/about

Fig. 1. An example of text from a charter in Czech in the corpus (Prag,
National Archive, Archives of Czech monasteries abolished by Joseph II, No.
1555). Issued in Český Krumlov on 11 October 1405. Jan, a parish priest
in the town of Velešı́n at the Rosenberg family’s domain, gives his right to
receive taxes to the monastery of the Order of Saint Clare in Český Krumlov.

In this paper, we introduce a new corpus of handwritten me-
dieval document images, manually transcribed and annotated
with named entities. An example is shown in Figure 1. This
corpus is used to compare two approaches for named entity
recognition (NER): a sequential approach which first produces
a transcription of the document images using handwritten
text recognition (HTR) techniques and then detects named
entities, compared to a combined approach which produces
the transcription and the entities simultaneously. Experiments
are presented for the extraction of person names, locations,
and dates in three languages: Latin, early new high German
and old Czech.



Fig. 2. Overview of the training and testing of the two approaches: sequential or combined approaches of handwritten text recognition (HTR) and named
entity recognition (NER).

II. THE ANNOTATED HANDWRITTEN CHARTERS CORPUS

The corpus of the National Archives consists of 499 charters
from the Archives of the Bohemian Crown and archives of
monasteries, chosen for their historic and linguistic signif-
icance for history of Central Europe. The corpus contains
documents legally safeguarding the privileges of the Bohemian
kingdom treaties and pledges of allegiance, marriage contracts,
church administration, inheritance matters and property trans-
fers. As a basis of the National Archives’ corpus older editions
were used [Friedrich, 1993], [Emler, 1892], [Hrubý, 1928].
Charters date from 1145 to 1491, with a strong focus on the
reign of the Luxembourg dynasty in the 14th c. Earlier charters
are included mainly from older editions, with a complete
revision according to modern editorial rules following [Uhde
and Hirsch, 2009] (German), [Ryba, 2009] (Latin), [Daňhelka,
1985] (Czech). We decided to focus on Vernacular, German
and esp. Czech texts, that are relatively rare and less studied
on an international level, and selected 124 Latin, 173 German,
and 202 Czech charters, the latter ranging from the end of the
14th c. to 1491.

The charters are digitised and available via Monas-
terium.net2. Transkribus [Kahle et al., 2017] was used to
connect images with transcriptions. Transliteration was used
as the main editing method. Locations, personal names and
the name of God were transcribed with capital initial letters,
all other words in minuscules. Word division, punctuation,
and vowels like u/v, i/j, were normalised, letter w transcribed
according to the original text. Abbreviations were extended
without brackets.

Transkribus was also used to tag named entities such as
personal names, locations, and dates, and record the position
and length on the line, and if they overlap on the next line
(hereafter: ”continuation”). Personal names were tagged to a
full extent including first names, surnames, predicates, and
titles. They often include a location, which is tagged within the
personal names (they are so called ”nested entities”). Identifi-
cation of locations and linking them to corresponding entries

2https://icar-us.eu/cooperation/online-portals/monasterium-net/

in the GeoNames gazetteer is currently in progress. This task
is difficult, as charters include mentions of extinct places or
names that can refer to several homonymous locations. The
selected corpus is only a small part of the 43,000 digitised
charters from the National Archives and other archives in the
Czech Republic in Monasterium.net, where research possi-
bilities are limited due to a lack of full-text search options,
indexes, and transcriptions. The current research could offer
new and more effective research possibilities.

III. RELATED WORK

Statistical methods for named entity recognition, based
on Conditional Random Fields, such as Stanford CoreNLP
[Manning et al., 2015], are still commonly used in Digital Hu-
manities, with great success [Torres Aguilar, 2019], [Erdmann
et al., 2019]. Recent models based on neural networks [Ma and
Hovy, 2016], [Lample et al., 2016], [Yadav and Bethard, 2018]
are gaining popularity on historical texts [Won et al., 2018].
However, reaching high performance with neural networks
requires a large amount of data which is rarely available for
historical languages. Combining external resources such as
gazetteers and using active learning strategies [Erdmann et al.,
2019] allows reaching a good performance without manual
annotation of large corpora.

NER is very sensible to text quality and the amount of
training data. Measures on the NER as a downstream task
after applied an Optical character recognition (OCR) tool,
based on an extrinsic evaluation focused on English data
with different quality levels of OCR, show the impact of
OCR quality on the task itself [Hamdi et al., 2019]. The
authors show that, in a sequential model, the performance
of a NER can drop with at least 30 percentage points, when
the character error rate (CER) of the OCR process increases
from 1% up to 7%. NER’s precision can lose 25% with
word error rate (WER) > 20% or, in this instance, CER
between 3.6 and 6.3%. [Kettunen et al., 2017] show a F-score
for NER between 30% and 60% for an OCR with WER =
27%. [Torres Aguilar, 2019] evaluates the size of the needed
training data and the proposed system achieves a precision of



0.9 for the exact match of the inside tokens of an entity of
type Person (I-PERS, conform with the IOB format) and 0.8
for place names (I-PLACE) on clean lemmatised Latin, with
an amount of 5300 documents, charters but the performance
drops to 0.72 for person names and 0.6 for locations with
a model based on fewer (500) documents. In the case of
sequential models, lemmatisation and stemming approaches
have shown to improve the performance of NER systems for
highly inflectional languages [Konkol and Konopı́k, 2014], but
fewer studies have been made regarding the effectiveness of
these methods on text produced by an OCR system, where
the performance of a NER can be affected by the extreme
sensitivity to OCR errors particularly in the suffix parts of
words [Kettunen et al., 2017].

To reduce the impact of cascading error between HTR and
NER, the current trend is to develop systems that can be
trained end-to-end using fully neural architectures [Carbonell
et al., 2018], [Ghannay et al., 2019]. In this paper, we evaluate
both approaches on the medieval handwritten charters corpus.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEMS

In this section, the two approaches to NER studied in this
paper are described. The first one consists of a sequential
approach where, in a first step, the text line images are
transcribed with an HTR system and then, in a second step,
named entities are detected. The second one is a combined
approach, in which both the transcription and the named
entities are recognised simultaneously. Figure 2 presents the
training and testing procedures for the two approaches. For
both systems, the input is the image of a text line. For each
charter in the corpus, the text lines were automatically detected
using Transkribus and manually corrected.

A. Sequential approach

1) Handwritten text recognition: The handwritten text
recognition model is built using the Kaldi library [Arora et al.,
2019]. The model consists of two main parts: the optical model
and the language model. The optical model is a hybrid Deep
Neural Network-Hidden Markov Model (DNN-HMM) model
composed of six convolutional layers, four layers of time-delay
neural networks and an output layer with softmax activation.
The language model is an n-gram model trained on subwords
generated by Byte Pair Encoding method [Sennrich et al.,
2015].

2) Named entity recognition: We used the model proposed
by [Lample et al., 2016], a deep neural network architecture
for sequence labeling. This model uses character-based and
word-based representations (embeddings). Additionally, we
use capitalisation features that can be among these four cases:
all characters in a word are lowercase, all are are capitalised,
the first letter is capitalised or the word contains a capitalised
letter. The character embeddings are passed through a bidirec-
tional LSTM (BiLSTM) [Graves et al., 2009], and the output
is concatenated with the word and capitalisation embeddings
and fed into another BiLSTM. A Conditional random fields
(CRF) is used on top to jointly decode labels for the whole

Mi <persName> Blazek Patek, purgmistr </persName>,
<persName> Dobess, richtarz </persName>, <persName>
Marzik Ssymonkow </persName>, <persName> Jan Warn
ich </persName>, <persName> Waczlaw Lutka
</persName>, <persName> Tho¬ </persName>

<persName> myk, rzeznik </persName>, <persName>
Simon Zuwacz </persName>, <persName> Hawel, woza
tay </persName>, <persName> Bussyn Bohacz, rzeznik
</persName>, <persName> Procop </persName>,
<persName> Simon, sladownyk, con¬ </persName>

Fig. 3. Example of the tagged text used in training in the combined approach

sequence of words. A more detailed description of the model
can be found in [Lample et al., 2016].

B. Combined approach
This approach simultaneously transcribes the text line im-

ages and extracts the corresponding NEs. In this approach,
both NE information and transcripts are used to train the
system and, as can be seen in Figure 2, the output of the
system has dual information: the hypothesised transcripts and
the corresponding NE tags. This approach follows the ideas
introduced in [Carbonell et al., 2018], [Quirós et al., 2018].

For every NE category considered in the collection (per-
son name, location, and date) two tags have been defined:
one tag to indicate that the NE starts and another one
to close it (<persName>, </persName>, <placeName>,
</placeName>, <date>, </date>). Then, this tagged tran-
scription has been used to train both the optical model and the
language model used during the handwritten text recognition
process. Figure 3 presents an example of two tagged text lines
used to train both types of models accordingly.

Formally speaking, given a handwritten line image repre-
sented by a feature vector sequence, x = x1x2 . . . xm, the
HTR problem can be formulated as the problem of finding
the most likely word sequence: ŵ = ŵ1ŵ2 . . . ŵl,

ŵ = arg max
w

p(w | x) (1)

By further considering the sequence of NE tags, t =
t1 t2 . . . tl, associated to the word sequence as a hidden
variable in equation (1), using the Bayes’ rule to decompose
the probability into optical knowledge and syntactic knowl-
edge, and approximating the sum by the dominating term, we
can rewrite the previous equation as:

ŵ = arg max
w

∑
t

p(w, t | x) (2)

≈ arg max
w

max
t

p(x | w, t) · p(w, t) (3)

Finally, from the decoding process, we can obtain not only
the best word sequence hypothesis, but also the best sequence
of NE tags of the most probable sentence:

(̂t, ŵ) ≈ arg max
t,w

p(x | w, t) · p(w, t) (4)



The combined HTR+NER model is based on a deep neural
network model that consists of a stack of several convolu-
tional layers followed by one or more BiLSTMs. Finally, a
softmax activated output layer computes an estimate for the
probabilities of each character in the training alphabet, plus
a special non-character symbol. The overall architecture is
often referred to as Convolutional-Recurrent Neural Networks
(CRNN) [Shi et al., 2015].

The tagging process was directly modeled at the optical
level, that is, the CRNN was trained with line images and
the corresponding raw tagged transcripts, where each tag is
considered as one more symbol in the transcript. In this way,
the number of optical units of the CRNN is increased with
two extra symbols for every NE.

For modelling the syntactic and semantic information,
p(w, t), a stochastic finite-state transducer n-gram has been
used, whose input is a sequence of characters and the output
is the tagged sequence. This transducer is trained with exactly
the same tagged transcripts that the optical models. In order to
apply the trained finite-state transducer contextual constraints
to the CRNN output character probabilities, we follow one
of the approaches presented in [Bluche, 2015]. The edge
probabilities of the transducer are adequately combined with
the CRNN output character posteriors, suitably scaled with
character priors. The resulting stochastic transducer, along
with the classical Viterbi decoding algorithm, is used to obtain
an optimal tagging and transcription hypothesis of the original
input line image.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Dataset

For the following experiments in this work, we split the
499 charters in training, validation, and testing sets. In order to
simplify the models and the evaluation procedure, we took into
consideration neither entities that were split into different lines,
nor entities that were inside other entities (nested entities), i.e.
if a location was included in an entity of type person, we
discarded the location annotation.

A description of the different sets in terms of the number
of charters, the number of transcribed lines and the number
of tokens (words) is given in Table I for the three languages.
A statistical description of the entities is given in table II.
It should be noted that dates are particularly long, with an
average of nine words, which is unusual.

B. Experimental details

1) Sequential approach: For HTR, all the line images were
grayscaled and scaled to a height of 40 pixels without applying
any other preprocessing.

The hyperparameters for the BiLSTM-based model are the
following: the dimensionality of the word embeddings is 300,
of the character embeddings is 25, and of the capitalisation
embeddings is 1. All embeddings are initialised based on a
normal distribution by default, leaving the opportunity that the
embeddings are learned on the task. We also experimented
with pre-trained embeddings (fastText [Bojanowski et al.,

TABLE I
DATASET SPLITS (NUMBER OF PAGES, LINES, AND TOKENS (WORDS))

Number Czech German Latin All

train
pages 161 138 99 398
lines 2,905 2,556 1,585 7,046
tokens 52,708 60,427 28,815 141,950

validation
pages 21 18 12 51
lines 300 252 150 702
tokens 5,997 5,841 2,467 14,305

test
pages 20 17 13 50
lines 381 388 229 998
tokens 6,891 9,843 3,995 20,729

TABLE II
AVERAGE ENTITY LENGTHS IN NUMBER OF TOKENS (WORDS)

CHARACTERS (CHARS), AND ENTITIES FOR EACH SET AND LANGUAGE
(NESTED ENTITIES AND CONTINUATION IGNORED). PER=Person,

LOC=Location, DAT=Date

avg. length Czech German Latin All

PER
tokens 2.7 3.4 2.1 2.7
chars 18.1 23.1 15.7 18.7
count 1,385 800 951 3136

LOC
tokens 1.2 1.0 1.1 1.1
chars 9.2 7.4 8.3 8.2
count 1,054 1,540 890 3,484

DAT
tokens 8.3 10.8 6.7 9.0
chars 59.3 67.8 52.7 61.4
count 313 304 150 767

2017]) for German, Latin, and Czech, but they did not bring
any improvements in performance. We consider that this is due
to the lack of pre-trained embeddings for historical variations
of words in these low-resource languages. For regularisation,
we apply a dropout of 0.5 on the concatenation of all embed-
dings.

2) Combined approach: For carrying out the experiments,
all the line images were scaled to a height of 64 pixels and
contrast enhancement and noise removal was applied as in
[Villegas et al., 2015]. Then, the text line images of the training
partitions were used to train the corresponding CRNN. The
combined system is Laia Toolkit [Puigcerver, 2017], a deep
learning framework especially built for the task of HTR and
tasks that require an HTR model. The hyperparameters for the
CRNN are detailed in [Puigcerver, 2017], with the difference
that, instead of using five convolutional blocks, we use just
four, where the number of filters at the n-th convolutional
layer is equal to 16n.

The transcripts of the training (including tags) were also
used to train a character-based 8-gram model with Kneser-
Ney back-off smoothing. This language model, along with the
trained CRNN, was subsequently used with the Kaldi [Povey
et al., 2011] decoder to produce the results for all the test set
image text lines.

C. Evaluation of the handwriting recognition

To asses the quality of the transcription obtained with both
approaches, we compute the character error rate (CER) and



TABLE III
AUTOMATIC HANDWRITING RECOGNITION ERROR RATES ON THE TEST

SET FOR THE SEQUENTIAL AND COMBINED APPROACHES, IN CHARACTER
(CER) AND WORD (WER) ERROR RATE.

CER WER
Sequential model 8.9 29.3
Combined model 8.0 26.8

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT APPROACHES AT LINE-LEVEL AND

PAGE-LEVEL: AUTOMATIC NAMED ENTITY RECOGNITION ON MANUALLY
TRANSCRIBED TEXT (CLEAN TEXT+NER), AUTOMATIC TRANSCRIPTION

WITH THE SEQUENTIAL APPROACH (SEQUENTIAL HTR+NER) OR THE
COMBINED APPROACH (COMBINED HTR+NER)

Text line-level Page-level
PER LOC DAT All PER LOC DAT All

Clean text + NER
P 70.45 86.03 65.96 77.36 71.39 86.95 65.96 78.22
R 65.72 53.0 80.52 59.11 66.61 57.19 80.52 62.03
F1 68.01 65.59 72.5 67.01 68.92 69.0 72.5 69.19

Sequential HTR + NER
P 19.07 58.58 13.16 38.74 20.7 62.21 13.16 41.26
R 14.51 34.97 12.98 26.25 15.67 39.37 12.98 28.84
F1 16.48 43.79 13.07 31.29 17.84 48.22 13.07 33.96

Combined HTR + NER
P 33.23 63.12 21.21 49.25 34.12 69.58 22.73 53.33
R 20.14 55.33 18.18 37.08 20.86 59.41 59.41 39.76
F1 25.08 58.97 19.58 42.3 25.89 64.1 20.83 45.55

the word error rate (WER) on test text lines. The results
are presented in table III. The two models yield similar
performance, but the combined model is slightly better (26.8%
WER versus 29.3%). Since the architecture of the two models
is not identical, we can not conclude that the advantage is due
to the combined training, more experiments should be done.

D. Evaluation of named entity recognition

To evaluate the extraction of the NEs, we compute precision
(P), recall (R), and F1 scores, micro averaged, in a coarse
manner. The coarse-grained metrics are based on the exact
match of the entities, disconsidering the position of the entities
in text, the entities strings and types are considered correct if
they match the entities in the ground truth. We distinguish
between two levels of evaluation: text line-level, where the
metrics are applied by comparing corresponding text lines,
and page-level (a page represents a charter), where the metrics
are applied on the entire corresponding pages. Due to the
fact that the use of digital libraries requires easy access
to documents and that named entities are among the most
relevant information extents that help to properly index digital
documents, we are interested only in the presence of entities
in a document, more than their exact position in the text.

Table IV shows the results considering the identified entities
from the test set, at text line-level and page-level. The results
for the entities of type PER, LOC, and DAT are also detailed.

The first conclusion that we can draw from the Table IV is
that the high error rate of the HTR systems has an important
impact on NER: globally, F1 measure drops from 69.2 on

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF THE DIFFERENT APPROACHES AT TEXT LINE-LEVEL AND

PAGE-LEVEL PER LANGUAGE

Text line-level Page-level
Czech German Latin Czech German Latin

Clean text + NER
Precision 69.91 84.95 59.29 70.82 85.22 59.68

Recall 50.0 65.64 43.6 50.71 67.93 44.35
F1 58.3 74.06 50.24 59.09 75.6 50.88

Sequential HTR + NER
Precision 27.51 52.66 20.74 29.04 54.0 21.81

Recall 13.73 35.74 11.37 14.54 37.91 11.99
F1 18.31 42.58 14.69 19.37 44.55 15.47

Combined HTR + NER
Precision 41.56 56.26 42.93 41.99 61.76 39.79

Recall 26.09 48.32 30.15 26.36 51.81 27.54
F1 32.05 51.99 35.42 32.39 56.35 32.55

clean text to 33.9 for sequential approach and 45.5 for the
combined approach. However, the combined approach seems
to be more robust to HTR errors: its WER is 2.5 percentage
points lower and its F1 is 11.6 percentage points better.
Two main explanations can be suggested: first, the sequential
approach suffers from error propagation between HTR and
NER. Second, the combined approach is trained in a multi-task
setting where the same model must at the same time transcribe
the text and detect the entities. Multi-task training is known
for increasing the generalization power of models, especially
in the case of having limited annotated data, because learning
just one task has the risk of overfitting, while learning two
tasks jointly enables the model to obtain a better representation
through averaging the noise patterns.

Regarding the text line and page-level evaluations, one
can notice that the latter is always better, this being easily
explained by our evaluation scheme: an entity is considered
correct if at least one of its occurrences is correct. Therefore, at
the page-level, the repetition of entities improves the detection
rate. As explained before, the evaluation at the page-level is
more relevant from an application point of view since we aim
at attaching the extracted information to the charter (page).

Table V presents the results per language. The extraction
results are in general better for German than for Czech, and
Latin. The limited amount of data in Latin may explain the
lowest score in this language. Both systems perform better
on German, most probably because, comparing with Czech
and Latin, it is the least inflected language in the corpus.
Comparisons with NER on modern, not inflected languages
(especially English) or with medieval inflected, but lemmatised
Latin show comparable results.

We also notice that the performance of both models de-
creases considerably in the case of the entities of type DAT,
at text line-level, for around 20 percentage points, and around
10 percentage points, and at page-level, for more than 50
percentage points, for the sequential model, and the combined
model, respectively. We consider that this is due to the fact
that, since the average length of the DAT entities oscillates
between 6 and 10 words, while the other types of entities



have between one and three words (see Table II), and the
evaluation is based on strict string match between ground-truth
and the results, the probability of an incorrect transcribed word
inside an entity in extremely high, and thus, the decrease in
performance.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a comparison of sequential and combined
approaches for named entity recognition in a corpus of hand-
written medieval charter images automatically transcribed. The
latter, trained end-to-end, showed the best performances for
the three languages and for all types of entities. To address a
multilingual, linguistically challenging corpus, the implemen-
tation of a language detection module and a lemmatisation step
for Czech and Latin will have to be tested. As demonstrated
by the related work, different strategies can also be imple-
mented to enhance the results, such as reducing the WER and
increasing the training data for named entities. Furthermore,
continued entities (the entities that are split into two or more
text lines) should obviously be taken into account. Nested
entities can create an issue with double labelling and the
evaluation, but they are clearly needed for the understanding
of the documents. For this, in turn, we consider that the most
important necessity is the identification of named entities and
their linking to gazetteers and dictionaries of people.
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